
Develop, scan to CD, and (1) 4x? Black & white print
These rolls are developed, scanned and Price per roll $39.99
printed in color

Only matte surface is available.

Square negatives are printed 4"x4". Price per roll $49.99
Rectangular negatives are printed 4"x6".

135-20 $49.99 If developed roll is blank $14.99
This lab offers no other services 135-24 $49.99
for these films. 135-36 $59.99 These rolls are developed, scanned and printed on

lustre surface as black and white.
Price per roll is $24.99 Color printing is no longer available.

Square negatives are printed 4"x4".
If developed roll is blank $14.99 Rectangular negatives are printed 4"x6".

If developed roll is blank $24.99 This lab offers no other services for these films.

C-41 $10.75 The disc is developed and printed in color

E-6 $12.50 on 4"x6" glossy paper.

b/w $10.75 Develop and [1] 4x6" matte  20exp. or 24exp $26.99

Minimum order is 4 sheets unassorted. Price per disc is $29.99 per each multiple set of prints $7.99

Develop and [1] 4x6" matte  36exp. or 24exp $34.99

per each multiple set of prints $12.99

Scanning of roll at time of development $17.99

These services are not performed locally and typical service times do not apply.

Once the film arrives at the lab, it may take 2-4 weeks to be batch processed

before being shipped back.  It is entirely possible that any given order may 

take as long as 90 days before it is available to be picked up.
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OBSOLETE Film Processing
Develop and Print orders

BEFORE COMPUTING THE PRICE, VERIFY
WHICH CHEMICAL PROCESS IS REQUIRED!

As of July, 2015, only about 15% of

C-22 rolls processed had printable negatives.

C-22 chemical processing was outlawed as of 1975

and any C-22 films, therefore, are even older.

As of July, 2015, only about 40% of

PACKAGED PRICED ONLY

Kodachrome rolls processed had
printable negatives.

DEVELOPED AS BLACK & WHITE
NEGATIVES, PRINTED 
1 EACH 4X6 LUSTER,

AND SCANNED TO CD


